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Ending Youth Homelessness: 
Partnering with YHDP Webinar Transcript 

 

Please note that this document should not be considered formal HUD guidance; the HUD Ask A 
Question Desk should be leveraged for official HUD responses to questions. Additionally, this document 
has not been edited. The content reflects the language used by participants and panelists during the 
meeting.  

[00:00:10] Susan: Hi everyone. Thanks so much for joining us. This is the fourth 
session of our Ending Youth Homelessness series, of webinars. This session is titled 
Using Youth Homelessness Demonstration Program Technical Assistance. So really, 
we're going to focus our time today on working with a YHDP TA provider to help get 
through your coordinated community planning process and into the implementation 
phase, if you are a YHDP community. Hopefully today you're going to learn a lot 
about what YHDP technical assistance is, how to utilize your TA providers in the best 
possible way, and you'll get to hear from some of our YHDP communities and their 
experience with the technical assistance. 

As I said this is the fourth series of our Ending Youth Homelessness series. We have 
already posted the first three webinars and the materials from those webinars on the 
HUD Exchange. If you search YHDP after you go to hudexchange.info, you'll see 
those materials viewable there. There's recordings of the three webinars as well as 
the slides and the chat, and we'll be posting transcripts soon. I think that is my 
introduction. I'm going to turn it over to our TA and community team for today's 
content. Sheena, over to you. 

[00:01:49] Sheena: Thanks so much Susan, and good afternoon or good morning, 
depending on where you are, and again thank you all for listening in on today's 
discussion about using YHDP TA. We are excited to be sharing this information with 
you all. Whether you are interested in becoming a YHDP community, or if you've 
already been awarded as a YHDP community. Either way, we hope that you are able 
to find the information that we're sharing with you all today as insightful and useful in 
your community's efforts to ending youth homelessness. 

My name again is Sheena Morris and I am with Collaborative Solutions which is one 
of the many HUD TA providers that works with YHDP communities. I'm also joined 
today by my colleagues Kenya Haynes, who is with the National Center for 
Homelessness Education. Dee Ballier from True Colors United. Lauren Knott with 
The Technical Assistance Collaborative or TAC, and fellow YHDP community 
members, Riannon Bardsley with the Washington Balance of State CoC, and Kexin 
Ma with The Buffalo Niagara Falls Homeless Alliance of Western New York. 

We will be hearing more in depth from them shortly, and again today's webinar is a 
recording and will be found on the HUD Exchange along with the presentation 
materials. Before we get into the specifics of what YHDP TA is, and what support 
can be provided, let's first ground ourselves in some of the core outcomes to ending 
youth homelessness as well as the guiding principles of YHDP. Guided by the US 
Interagency Council on Homelessness Youth Framework, the YHDP has four core 
outcome areas of focus, and you can see those here on the slide. 
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They include stable housing, permanent connections, education and employment, 
and social emotional well-being. We can go to the next slide. Looking at those 
guiding principles, the efforts to accomplish these outcomes are guided by the 
following YHDP principles that you see here. An intentional focus on special 
populations such as LGBTQ plus youth, youth who identify as black indigenous 
people of color, grounding all efforts to prevent and end youth homelessness 
inequity, is one of the guiding principles. A commitment to positive youth 
development and trauma informed care best practices. 

Strategies that include family engagement when appropriate, making sure that there 
is immediate access to housing with no preconditions to be deemed ready for 
housing, prioritizing and centering youth choice and self-determination. 
Individualizing client-driven supports that are tailored to youth specific and unique 
service and housing needs. Services that aim towards social and community 
integration for social transitions to adulthood and coordinated entry systems that are 
effective and inclusive of youth needs. All of these guiding principles of YHDP are 
accomplished by communities with TA support over the course of their two-year 
demonstration projects. 

Beyond the two years when projects are fully incorporated into their CoC body, 
access to TA is then available via more traditional request means and routes such as 
those that are provided through the HUD platform. However, the demonstration 
phase, during that period of time there is designated technical assistance that is 
assigned specifically to communities. Let's go to the next slide please. Here you can 
see a map representing where a number of current YHD communities are located. 
To date there have been three rounds of YHDP with communities again across the 
country and information on these specific communities can be found on the HUD 
Exchange YHDP page, and I've noted that here in the slide if folks are interested in 
taking a further look at that information. 

Now that we've reviewed some of the foundations of YHDP, let's go a bit more in 
depth about how communities are supported by technical assistance providers over 
the course of the two years that the demonstration phase is taking place, which 
includes a planning period and an implementation period. YHDP communities are 
provided with TA expertise across youth collaboration, education and broader 
systems-based TA. These areas of TA are delivered by providers with subject matter 
expertise as we'll hear here in a moment in these specific areas. 

As you can see on the slide we have here, these are the specific components of 
YHDP TA, and we'll dive into a conversation about these a bit more in depth and so 
I'm going to hand it over to my fellow TA colleagues to discuss these a bit more in 
depth as I just mentioned. Dee, I'm going to start with you, if you don't mind. If we 
can talk a little bit more in depth about the youth collaboration TA that is provided to 
communities. 

[00:08:08] Dee: Got it. Thanks Sheena. Once again Dee Ballier from True Colors 
United. True Colors United provides youth collaboration technical assistance to all 
communities each round. We've worked providing technical assistance to 
communities since round one and although we've changed a little bit with how our 
delivery looks, our main goal to accomplish is to ensure that we're providing 
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technical assistance to communities to ensure the best outcomes for collaboration 
between youth and young adults that serve traditionally on a youth action board or a 
youth serving body, and our older adult partners, I guess for lack of better terms 
when I say any of this. I just want to preface that. 

That's our main goal, is to ensure there's a coordinated type of collaboration that 
works best for the youth and young adults on the youth action board. That includes 
ensuring that young people have an organized body in which that they can work from 
or collaborate from, ensuring that they have things such as a mission and vision for 
their youth action board, but also ensuring something more broadly which we like to 
spend a significant amount of time doing, is ensuring that youth and young adults 
have the tools that they need to collaborate effectively with adult partners and with 
other community stakeholders. 

That includes things like when we engage with the community, just assessing where 
the youth action board is, figuring out how what role we best can serve as youth 
collaboration technical assistance, to not only the youth action board, but also 
building bridges sometimes with adult partners and other adult community 
stakeholders, that may not have historically collaborated with youth and young adults 
in such a meaningful way that we would like to see in the YHDP. 

Additionally, some of our trainings include inclusion and diversity, anti-adultism, 
youth homeless systems as well. That's more of our learning platforms that we have 
initially when we engage in communities. That serves to make sure that young 
people at least have some basics grounded in how to navigate best the youth action 
board, but then also write some of those basic tools to understand jargon that they're 
going to hear from providers, but then as well making sure that they understand 
homeless systems as a landscape overall to have better informed ideas equal to that 
right of many adult partnerships that they're going to be serving with. 

Those are the basics that we'd like to start with and then really, just tailor technical 
assistance based off of any needs that young people still have from us and also any 
identified needs the older adult partners have. The overall goal obviously is to ensure 
that young people are participating as equal partners, as well as ensuring equal pay 
for their work and their contribution. Additionally, a sustainable model for how youth 
and young adults are going to continue to collaborate with adult partners, not just 
throughout the planning phase, but also moving into the RFP phase and then also 
into implementation. That's youth collaboration TA in a nutshell. I'll pass it over to 
Kenya with education TA. 

[00:11:45] Kenya: Thank you so much, Dee. Hello again, my name is Kenya Hanes 
and I am with the National Center for Homeless Education, otherwise known as 
NCHE. One thing that is a little bit different about Education TA compared to some of 
the other TAs, unlike the others that are funded by HUD, we are actually funded by 
the US department of education. We are the TA provider for the McKinney-Vento 
Education of Homeless Children and Youth Program at the US Department of 
Education and working with YHDP is one part of our portfolio. 

One of the reasons that the US Department of Education felt it was so important to 
engage with HUD in this really important project is that we know from research that a 
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lack of a high school credential has one of the highest correlations with future 
experiences of homelessness. Engaging education partners in this planning process 
and in the implementation is really going to be important to our goal of ending youth 
homelessness. Our work really focuses on the education and employment core 
outcome from the US ICH that Sheena mentioned earlier. 

Our work really focuses on two dual areas; one, which is education partnerships, and 
another which is education pathways. In understanding those two things, I think you 
can think of education partnerships as more of the systems approach, so 
organizations who are involved in this work, whereas the pathways part is really 
focused on the youth and young adults themselves, what are their goals, how do we 
help them access this education and employment lane, and really focusing not just 
on traditional education, the pathway for college, post-secondary education, but also 
looking at other possibilities like certificate programs and apprenticeships so that all 
of those are open to young people. 

One thing that we do- do that is different is that because we have a smaller team, we 
have two layers of engagement with sites. We have both a cohort layer where it's 
open to any site that participates in the Youth Homelessness Demonstration 
Program. In that part, we have things like monthly cohort webinars, broader TA. 
We've built some tools that we share with all of the sites. 

We also have a smaller subset of sites that we work with which we're calling 
intensive tier sites. Those sites get some really close one-on-one work with a TA 
provider from NCHE. We really hope through that work to get to know the site, what 
their goals are and help them to achieve some of their goals through things such as 
convening education partnerships with housing to come together and discuss issues. 

With all of the sites, we really provide a lot of materials such as helping you engage 
with your education partners, both from pre-K, all the way through higher education. 
We provide education inventories. Again, we have not just the education convenings 
that are specific to a site, but there are some funded projects within YHDP that really 
focus on education, so we have a community of practice that is across cohorts and 
across sites so that those people who are really focusing on education as one of the 
outcomes for their project can have an opportunity to discuss issues and ongoing 
concerns. 

I think that's a broad overview, but hopefully a little bit later, as we get into some 
discussion, we can maybe talk about some other possibilities that are available to 
people through our TA. Sheena, I'll pass it back to you. 

[00:15:58] Sheena: Thanks, Kenya. Thank you, Dee for giving us that overview. I'm 
going to pass it over to Lauren to maybe just dive in a little bit about the Data TA and 
some of the Lead TA and how that looks for communities. 

[00:16:14] Lauren: Thanks, Sheena. My name is Lauren Knott and I work for the 
Technical Assistance Collaborative or TAC and we are one of a handful of HUD-
funded lead TA firms that are assigned to communities. We work in partnership with 
the Youth Collaboration TA, the Education TA and the Data TA to push communities 
and help them with their YHDP process. The Data TA is a key component of this as 
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well which is done by the partnership center. They are your HMIS experts in all of 
this, your data experts. When communities are having any issues with data entry or 
getting new partners into HMIS or building out their data reporting to better inform 
their quality improvement process, it's a great time to pull in the partnership center. 

They've also been able to convene cohort calls similar to what Kenya was just talking 
about in Education TA. They would pull together your HMIS leads so you get some 
peer-sharing opportunities with other folks in that HMIS role to get ideas about how 
to build out your data strategy throughout the TA process. Back to the Lead TA, we 
operate as a little bit of a jack of all trades throughout the YHDP process. We start at 
the very beginning when you're first awarded as a YHDP community, you get an 
assignment of your Lead Ta along with the other TA partners. 

We work with you throughout the planning process, and then, as Sheena mentioned 
earlier, into the implementation process. If you're a community that's never had a 
HUD TA before or even a more intensive TA, this is a really great opportunity to 
create a relationship and a partnership with your TA because we are able to be 
included in your community for so long. One of the big pieces obviously of our goal 
as Lead TA is to help you through your Coordinate Community Plan process and 
your CCP process. At the beginning, we do a lot of help with helping communities 
create an equitable decision-making structure with their youth action boards, with 
other system partners at the table, as well as your COC partners that already might 
be at your planning tables. 

We help convene new system partners or help you identify new partners, all with the 
goal of moving towards that coordinated community plan which acts as a roadmap 
for the rest of your both project implementation and the systems work you might 
embark on. We're also at all times pushing those YHDP principles that Sheena 
talked about earlier. We've been lucky to work with communities that frame out 
equity work, training series about positive youth development and trauma-informed 
care. We're really available to add to your capacity, be thought partners throughout 
the process, and really be plugged in wherever is needed to push the youth work 
forward. I'll pass it back to you, Sheena. 

[00:19:45] Sheena: Thanks, Lauren. I think that we can see from what you all 
shared that communities, or at least what I hope communities hear from the sharing 
is that you really essentially get a body of support overall, through these various 
different technical assistance vehicles, whether they be at times, doing things 
independently with their expertise that they bring as technical assistance providers, 
or as the full-body together, you are supported throughout both your planning and 
implementation process through these means. 

Now, we are going to hear from a couple of YHDP communities about their 
experiences with engaging with the various different components of TA, and how 
that has been beneficial, so on and so forth. I want to now introduce again, Kexin, 
who is with the Buffalo Niagara Falls CoC, and Riannon who is with the Washington 
Balance of State CoC. Kexin, we'll start with you about sharing your experience in 
using or engaging with YHDP TA. 
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[00:21:09] Kexin: Sure. Just a quick introduction. I'm Kexin. We are the wrongs 
three community for YHDP. We are the CoC lead, as well as the YHDP lead. 

[00:21:27] Riannon: Great. I'm Riannon Bardsley. I use the she and her pronouns. 
I'm with the Department of Commerce, and within that, the Office of Homeless Youth 
for Washington State. 

[00:21:43] Sheena: Thank you. Kexin, tell us a little bit about your community’s 
experience in engaging with YHDP TA if you don't mind? 

[00:21:56] Kexin: Sure. We don't have any experience with intense HUD TA before. 
YHDP, most TA, in our experience, will give you the tool or some advice, but leave 
you with your problems. However, with YHDP TA in our experience has been as 
involved as we want them to be to solve the problem with us. I also want to 
emphasize that before we receive the TA, we also worry if they will be like a spy, a 
HUD spy, and reporting to HUD anything we might do wrong. Instead, I feel we can 
trust them and be honest with them, and never feel being judged. They're truly on 
our side and help us each step of the way. 

[00:22:57] Riannon: Thank you. I'll just jump in and add that- that was similar. I 
didn't necessarily distrust right away, but I was a little cautious. Our TA providers 
were very knowledgeable from jump and had very clear ideas about what needed to 
be done first, second, third, not necessarily telling us what to do, or how to do it or 
what the answer was, but here's actually the first step. It felt like project management 
at first, as we were as a community trying to understand what just happened and 
what we just got into and questioning whether this was the greatest idea or not 
because it was very intense and it was very quick. 

As we were all just trying to catch up and make sure that young people were brought 
to the table as equal partners from the very beginning, and trying to get our 
community up to speed on what was happening, we were still getting the support 
and guidance from the technical assistance providers about when we needed to get 
things done, and it helped us just organize the work. I would agree, our experience, 
my experience was that there was a lot of walking alongside and partnership and I 
could tell from the very beginning that the values aligned really well, which helps 
build trust from jump and we were able to talk about what is at the core of how we 
want to do this work. 

From the very beginning, it was a race. It really did feel like a sprint, but it did feel 
that the TA providers were walking alongside us. They were flying to our community. 
They were traveling around with us to start building relationships among the 23 
counties that this project covers. It was quite lovely, and again, very quickly just 
understood that we were all in this together, and they wanted us to succeed. They 
wanted us to root in the values of this project, which is young people leading it, their 
voice, their choice throughout all of this, and really pushing us to make sure that 
because we're state government, make sure that our systems were prepared to 
support this work. 

I think that was also very helpful in terms of making sure that we could pay young 
people stipends and that they were adequate, and that the travel policy was in place 
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so we could fly to where we needed to be. All of that was really lovely, I would say, 
for all levels, all four levels minus the Data TA, but the other levels were all very 
much in line with that. It felt like they were all very much in sync, which was nice that 
they were communicating. 

[00:26:06] Sheena: Riannon, you talked about what was impactful about having TA 
there on-site with you. Kexin, I want to pose the same question to you about what 
were the most important or useful parts of TA? 

[00:26:21] Kexin: We really appreciate our TA, which is Lauren on this call, bringing 
in an outsider perspective, experience, and best practice. We think is especially 
important to involve the TA doing the project design process, and some of the cross-
system conversations, where they will help brainstorm what the community true need 
is, as well as try to fit them into the HUD regulation box. I also appreciate that when 
we faced challenges and would like to hear other communities' experience. Lauren 
was able to set up meetings quickly with experts from HUD, other YHDP TA, or 
around one or two providers. 

We are right now using another communities' assessment for YHDP assessment, as 
well as the case management tools. Those are very helpful in the implementation 
phase as well. 

[00:27:30] Sheena: Let's come back to the subject of trust again because we know 
that building trust, particularly with technical assistance providers, or any type of 
outside entity can sometimes be a challenge for a community no matter how it may 
be situated. I think I want to maybe pose this over to the TA providers. As TA 
providers, how were you able to establish and build trust with the communities that 
you all supported? 

[00:28:05] Lauren: I can go first to say that a lot of it was showing up. In the 
beginning, there's a lot of meetings. We're connecting weekly, I think allowing space 
for the questions that Kexin talked about, and the gray space that we sometimes 
operate in during community planning, and so allowing that relationship to blossom 
through continued interaction. It also was when we were on-site and, in the 
community, and having those conversations that some of the human time afterwards 
also built in that trusting relationship. When folks could be their authentic selves in 
those meetings and could see that we shared the values of the community, like the 
authentic youth collaboration and the equity and wanting to roll out projects that were 
going to make an impact in the communities that we were also carrying that with 
them. I think that helped as well. 

[00:29:10] Kenya: I agree with a lot of what Lauren said. I think it's really important 
as a TA provider to walk in and understand that the community members are the 
experts in their community, and really just need to listen before you start taking 
action and learn more about the relationships that exist in the community. What are 
the concerns and the history in that community? Really, what are their goals, and 
find where it is that you can help them achieve that and help them move forward in 
the ways that they're hoping for. I also agree about the human piece. 
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I think during this year we've had a lot of virtual gatherings rather than that in-person 
time where you could go sit down and have dinner with some of your people on 
sites, or have breakfast before before meeting. In that virtual environment too, 
making sure that there's some human space built into all of your interactions so you 
can talk about not just what's happening with YHDP but just what's happening and 
really get to know people. Again, as Lauren said, as their authentic selves and not 
just as their role within YHDP. 

[00:30:25] Dee: I'd second all of that. Definitely, also, I think maybe thinking about 
building trust with not only youth and young adults in the community but also, older 
adult partners. There's sometimes a balancing act of how to build trust early and 
then reinforce that often. On both sides, sometimes, that's been better achieved just 
depending on which community we're in and then also just people's level of 
understanding around like, "Hey, we're all for youth collaboration," or sometimes, 
that's a building up process. 

I think understanding the best strategy to take that's going to lead to being able to 
build trust but also being able to build an open communication at least to work on 
building and sustaining that trust process to enable effective relationships with 
community and technical assistance partners. Additionally, I think from the 
perspective of youth collaboration technical assistance because we only get about a 
year in a community. That is like, "Let's tackle this. Let's try to build this early, 
reinforce it often and then hope that this lasts more than just a year," so that 
stakeholders and young people understand like, "Hey, we can always reach back out 
to True Colors United in the future if we have any needs." Also, I think having a really 
dynamic TA team going into the community allows for our message to outlast our 
physical presence even. Then just to Kenya's point, they made regarding building 
that virtually. 

Luckily, for the last round, we were able to at least go to all of our communities at 
least once or twice, maybe sometimes more before March 2020 hit when we were 
grounded. In those cases, that was the reinforcing the trust that we built period and 
trying to sustain relationships. That was a really delicate balancing act. I think it was 
important that we made our best efforts at trying to sustain that the best way we 
could so that, like right now, we're in a place that we can still have pretty open 
communication with communities, and also there's some idea of the trust that was 
built and how that was worked on as well. 

[00:32:51] Sheena: Bringing it back to the community level for a minute, like you 
said Dee, holding all of those trust-building relationships that are in the community 
that you're trying to establish. Riannon, I want to come to you to just maybe hear 
more about how does that then translates the engagement of TA and building 
relationships, how does that translate to the relationship-building process between or 
with the key stakeholders and community partners that you all worked with? 

[00:33:32] Riannon: It's a good question. I think one of the things that was so 
valuable that I heard from the grantees with the time were planning partners in all of 
this was just the presence, just the willingness to show up, to ask questions that all 
the TA providers remain extremely curious, but were also really informative, had 
concrete knowledge that helped people build plans and always followed through 
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which was really amazing. There was never just like this which I'll admit at TA 
providers, sometimes I do, I'm like, "Okay, I'm going to do something," and then it 
just falls off. 

That was it. There was always follow-up. There always felt like there was enough 
time and attention given. I think all of that really helped to build trust. Also, for me 
personally, I remember when True Colors United came out one of the many times 
that they flew across the country to be with our community, holding me accountable 
to actually doing what I say my values are and being able to be that mirror in this 
learning process and understanding that we're all going to stretch and grow and try 
to do something different and to have the TA providers be able to hold those mirrors 
and to keep us accountable and doing it as was mentioned in non-judgmental ways, 
really helped just I think the whole community lean into doing our work differently 
because we know what we have been doing hasn't been working so we need to be 
trying new things. 

When we are taking risks, we do need to have that safe space. I feel the TA 
providers were great for that, not just for me but for all of the grantees as well. 

[00:35:42] Sheena: I guess post that planning phase and building relationships with 
YHDP TA and that spilling over into your communities as well the relationship-
building there. How did that process or that level of engagement impact youth 
collaboration efforts beyond the planning phase? As you moved into the 
implementation phase, how has all of this experience supported youth collaboration 
overall? 

[00:36:24] Riannon: I'll just jump in real quick and then pass the mic. Just the ability 
to continue to ground in it. The TA providers that we worked with continued to-- 
Anytime we were about to make plans as adults, as older adults, the TA providers 
were very quick to go, "Where is the young person? Where is the YAB? What 
decisions can they make?" 

It was extremely helpful for me as almost a daily practice to say what are the 
decisions that I have on my plate today and how many of those can I give away, how 
many of those can be taken to the youth board and really slowing down in order to 
do that and getting the validation and the encouragement from the TA providers that 
that is okay. We are running over here, but we are slowing down over here and 
doing that at the same time and just that reminder that that's what we need to be 
doing in order to do this work. Again, I'll stop there. 

[00:37:29] Sheena: How about you, Kexin? As your community has moved more 
into now, the implementation phase, how was YHDP TA beneficial in that youth 
collaboration piece as you're making that transition? 

[00:37:48] Kexin: I would definitely agree with Riannon. Also, we have not meeting 
as intensely as we early on. Now, we're more bi-weekly meeting, but they are still 
there to guide us and keep us in the loop on things. Just like Riannon say, they're 
like a project manager. They're helping us to manage this and share our burden. It's 
truly adding on to our capacity from their expertise. They also set up the groundwork 
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with our YAB and building the structure at the beginning, building the pay structure, 
helping us set up the YAB and they still are there to guide us. 

We have another Lauren who also is our TA she being with us as well and talking 
with our YAB facilitator and the YAB lead continually getting input from the YAB into 
the implementation helping us with that. It has been great to have them throughout 
the whole process. 

[00:39:18] Sheena: Thanks, Kexin. 

[00:39:20] Lauren: Sheena, if you wouldn't mind just thinking of tax experience with 
Buffalo Niagara just raising up that I think the grounding in the youth collaboration 
early on and investing in the YAB early on had its tentacles out into implementation 
in ways YAB are now hired staff at the collaborative applicant agency. There were 
peer navigator positions integrated into many of the projects. That was the grounding 
that then turned into actual positions and pieces of the project. 

[00:40:00] Riannon: Lauren, that was similar in Washington Balance of State, too. 
We have, I think, 10 positions right now out of all the funding that are dedicated to 
youth and adults with lived expertise. In designing the RFP, the Youth Action Board 
was a part of that. In deciding what the questions were, we were going to ask 
grantees or potential grantees, on how much those were weighted, what were the 
priorities, what were the recommendations, what were the requirements, all of that? 
It really did and you can see that impact across the state because early on they were 
involved. 

[00:40:43] Sheena: I think one of you all mentioned this earlier but we find ourselves 
in really unique times right now with COVID. Not being able to be physically on-site 
with communities and with TA providers, and really making that human connection in 
order to build those relationships. As TA providers, I want to ask you all, how have 
you supported or engaged communities when you haven't been on-site with them? 
How has that looked in your respective communities? 

[00:41:20] Lauren: I think first, again, throughout the CCP process or the 
Coordinated Community Plan process, if you become the YHDP funded community, 
you will see that there's a lot to do in that planning process. There's so much of the 
work that can't happen on-site, we need it to happen other times. We've had to show 
up virtually and on the phone throughout the CCP planning process before we were 
in these times of COVID. I think continuing to show up and create those relationships 
from places that are not in person are really important in bringing that same energy 
that you bring to in-person meetings to virtual meetings, we've started maxing out 
tech to try to create that meeting space, that in-person meeting space. 

I think we've also seen that in creating these virtual meeting spaces, we've also been 
able to include more folks and to make more inclusive spaces. Riannon, you were 
talking about this like having to fly people to meetings. In virtual spaces, perhaps 
that's something that you get to benefit from that folks can log in from a phone or a 
computer into those meeting spaces. I think we've had to get a little more innovative, 
but that the spaces that we're trying to create seem to remain even when they are 
virtual. 
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[00:43:05] Dee: I second that, too. I think that one of our first things as youth 
collaboration TA was to imagine how best to stay engaged with youth and young 
adults after we knew we weren't going to be able to engage them in person on the 
ground. I think that's been one of our just magical times, just getting on the ground 
meeting with youth and young adults, and also some of the response that we have 
got back was that for some of the Youth Action Boards. 

That was a turning point in their participation on the YAB when they were able to 
have their own space and navigate that space with a fellow young adult to navigate 
how this work looks and make sense of all of this as well. Once again, like I said, 
luckily, I was able, myself and my colleagues True College United, we were able to 
achieve a lot of that early on as we usually do. I think one of the biggest things was 
just pushing out enough ideas to say like, "Hey, this is how to ensure young people 
can best thing engage. This is how to better utilize technology." 

Like Lauren said, pushing technology as much as we can to make sure you can 
have iPads, computers, phones, and then actual Wi-Fi to power those devices and 
then also ensuring that every possible step we can take to ensure collaboration can 
still happen and young people can still show up for this work, making sure that that 
has happened. I think a lot of communities have over-delivered under ensuring that 
they have exhausted multiple resources to make sure they still engage young 
people. In certain instances, some communities had to start back from scratch with 
their Youth Action Boards mid YHDP which has been very unique for this round. 

It's overwhelming, but I think luckily, we have been in a place to embrace that 
change, and jump right back into communities and make sure we support them and 
rebuilding a Youth Action Board. I felt like déjà vu in certain places when I was like, "I 
just said this a year ago." I did, but that was only because there was new young 
people that were willing and ready to show up, COVID began, to this work. 

I think that was a little bit unique, and still has been a little bit unique, just trying to do 
that amount of engagement, virtually, especially for some people who may have 
ability statuses that don't necessarily allow them to thrive virtually as well, so taking 
into account that fact, as well, has been something that's important, I know, in the 
minds of youth collaboration TA providers, I'm sure on the entire TA team. Overall, I 
think we've made a really good effort at doing our best to steer this ship from behind 
the screen. 

[00:45:58] Kenya: I agree with a lot of what has been said, and I think one of the 
keys has really been flexibility. I actually have a little phrase I keep on my desk, 
"Blessed are the flexible for they shall not be bent out of shape." You just really have 
to be agile and willing to move with communities and with their needs. I think there 
have been some positives to being virtual as well. I think Laura maybe mentioned it, 
but we've actually had a higher engagement in some areas by being virtual. 

I think early on, some of the meetings we had that were in site where we were 
bringing together education partners with housing partners, you might have seen 20 
to 30 people who were physically in that room, whereas the spring, there was a 
meeting in Arizona in the Tucson site where we had 200 people who showed up 
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virtually. I don't think that would have happened if we were trying to have everybody 
in a room and feed them and do that type of work. 

I think it's also important when you're looking at the cross-systems work, and you're 
stepping outside of that housing lane, to really focus on some of the mutual benefit 
and what is it that the partners are going to get out of this and not just what do you 
need from the partners. I think that helps build that trust that we've talked about over 
and over again on this call today. It really helps, too-- Through the pandemic, there 
have been issues that have come up that were not necessarily YHDP specific, and 
being able to help people address the needs that arise while still keeping the project 
moving forward. 

As we're filming this, it's in 2020 right after the big storms in Texas, where there are 
some YHDP sites in Texas. Some of those relationships that have been built through 
YHDP were really able to help people get through that week where the power was 
off because they were able to connect not just unaccompanied young people but 
maybe families with a hotel voucher because they were sleeping in their car in the 
middle of that winter storm. This really has a lot of possibility. This cross system has 
worked to really impact our communities in a lot of really positive ways. I think as 
long as you're flexible and open, you're going to see lots of really good outcomes for 
young people and for families. 

[00:48:29] Sheena: Bringing that back to the community level to Riannon and Kexin, 
just hearing from you all how has TA helped you all maintain your momentum with 
community stakeholders and your YABs as shifts and changes have occurred like 
COVID? How has that experience been and how has TA supported you through 
those type of things? 

[00:49:02] Kexin: I think with COVID or not, they just continue to provide us 
guidance. Like we understand earlier, we want that confirmation when we have a 
new idea, we want to talk to them about it. We're not sure about what to do or if this 
way it's the right way to go. We talked to them about it. I feel we're just so used to 
having them around really for all this time that they're with us. Luckily, we still have 
another year with them, so we do appreciate their expertise. I will say COVID or not, 
they're just there to help us. It's been awesome. 

[00:49:50] Riannon: Yes, we're in a different stage of this at this point, so really, our 
TA was being significantly reduced at the same time. At this point, we're using TA in 
more of an ad hoc way as needed. Prior to this year, we were doing weekly meetings 
as a team with our TA providers. That has all just shifted and it wasn't necessarily 
because of COVID or because of this virtual world. I reach out as needed and mostly 
what comes up are what are the parameters? How do we navigate the HUD 
policies? What things aren't eligible? 

How do we continue to root in innovation, in sandboxes that sometimes are very tight 
and move very slowly? It's problem-solving around some of that and trying to get 
creative. I would agree that Kenya, you mentioned that the TA went beyond in some 
ways where YHDP is the Cares Act came out and we had all of this federal funding 
come down to our communities and we could start puzzling together with people who 
had federal information, just like being able to play in that world in different ways and 
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think about things differently and think about how to use ESG funds differently than 
maybe we typically would or other ways and align them with YHDP and the FYI 
vouchers. 

How do you use all of these resources to best serve the young people out there in 
the community? That's where we got to. Once we got through that first kind of the 
heavy lifting of YHDP and we're into the implementation stage, we really did get to 
problem solve and match resources to best serve young people because YHDP is 
wonderful and it's new resources but in no way does it provide everything that we 
need to meet the community's needs. It's been really great to continue to have that 
partnership. I text my TA providers, and I email and I call and you name it and very 
responsive and very helpful whenever needed. 

[00:52:32] Sheena: Thank you all. As we transition out to close. What jewels or 
critical things Kexin and Riannon, would you tell communities about working with 
YHDP TA? What would you want the community to know? 

[00:52:53] Kexin: I think I would just say, be open, inclusive, and honest with them 
and they will be a great partner, great cheerleader, and supportive for you. I really 
appreciate Lauren and Dee and other TA have supported us on the way. 

[00:53:20] Riannon: Yes, it's a great question and I agree. I'm not sure. I think 
there's that like, I just want to encourage people to lean in and to learn and to 
collaborate as much as possible. It's okay like one of the things that I use TA for that 
was extremely helpful was figuring out how to use SSOs because that's not 
something that our community had a lot of. How do you understand and implement 
and actually operationalize SSO projects and communities and joint components, 
things like that? There's some resistance to because it's just new or it's different. 

The TA is there to help you figure that out. I would say don't be afraid of that. Lean 
in. It may not be what your community needs, but at least explore it because there is 
expertise at this point to help us navigate those new project types that I think can be 
quite effective. Just lean in, I guess. 

[00:54:27] Sheena: Thank you. Well, thank you both so much for sharing your 
community experiences of engaging and working with YHDP TA. I hope that again, 
we all hope that the communities that are listening to this webinar do indeed find it to 
be helpful and informative about how the TA can be a supportive resource to your 
communities. Again, this information will be posted on the HUD exchange, and much 
appreciation to all of you all for joining us today. 

[00:55:01] Riannon: Thanks Sheena. 

[00:55:02] Sheena: Thank you. 




